Year 3/4 Homework Grid – Summer Term 1 (Year B)
Select one (or more) of the activities below to complete each week this half term.
Create a poster by using collage
or drawings to show the bones
of the human body. Label and
name as many as possible.

Place each of the numbers 1 to 5 in the
V shape below so that the two arms of
the v have the same total.

Can you design, create and build
your own Roman shield? Bring it in
to school to share with your
classmates.

How many different combinations can
you make? What numbers can the arms
add up to?
What happens if you use the numbers1-7
and have four circles for each arm?
Go for a walk and take a pen and
paper with you note down all the
animals you see including dogs
on a walk. When you return
home make a bar chart of the
animals you saw and a pictogram.
Remember to label and title
your work and include a key for
your pictogram.

Make some biscuits at home and
decorate them to look like Roman
shields. Write down the recipe you use
and take photos of each stage to share
with your teacher. They may even enjoy
a biscuit!

Watch this short video clip and
write a report on what the
Romans brought to Britian.
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=SajyHgJTy3E

Write a repeating line poem about what
you would see feel and hear as a Roman
soldier.

Create a mosaic of your name to
bring into school to be displayed.
Remember to make it bright and
colourful!

Carry out the activity below every day
for a week record how many lunges you
do each day on a line graph can you beat
your daily score?

Draw a Roman Soldier. Watch this
short video to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
8uEkOhWJWb0

Using your knowledge of branching data
create your own for six animals.

